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Arecibo Observatory
established 1964

primary design goal: ionospheric radar

Topic 1: The truth is necessary but 
it can be more boring.



The challenges of public outreach:  Reality vs. Hollywood



“… space is radioactive” - Ernie Ray



From “space is radioactive” -

A Numerate Question:

Is the aurora due to radiation belt precipitation?
And if it is, are humans altering it?

Topic 2:    Numeracy in Public Discussions



Operation Argus
1958

(let’s make an artificial 
radiation belt and see if it’s 

tactically useful.)

Friedel et al 2002
Cross-field diffusion

Very slow depending on energy
(many hours to days to weeks/months)

Conclusion:
Aurora and magnetosphere radiation belts

are both driven directly by solar wind energy input

(see 2015 Student workshop talk for details.)



G = 42 dB ~ 2E4

P(TX) = 1E6 W

MIT Haystack Observatory 
Westford, MA 

Millstone Hill UHF Radar

Topic 3: We’re all mad scientists.



G = 42 dB ~ 2E4

P(TX) = 1E6 W

MIT Haystack Observatory 
Westford, MA 

Millstone Hill UHF Radar

Will MIT Haystack 
boil the upper atmosphere 

by transmitting this much power?? 

(Actual asked question.)



The Radar Equation: Monostatic Version

Power density at range R (directional):



Radar Cross-section of the Ionosphere: Distributed Target

Assume volume is filled 
with identical, isotropic 
scatters



Single Electron Scattering Model

5

Incident EM wave accelerates each charged particle it encounters.   
These then re-radiate an EM wave (as Hertzian dipoles). 

For a single electron located at r = 0, the scattered field at a distance      :

Classical electron radius

scattered field Incident field



Radar cross-section of ionospheric plasma

Assume a beam filling plasma at F region altitudes (300 km) with very high electron 
density (1E12 electrons per m3 - BEST CASE):

Classical electron scattering cross-section

Assume an along-beam pulse length of 10 km (67 usec in time). 
Assume a cross-beam width of 6.2 km (~ Millstone Hill antenna with FWHM = 1.2 deg). 

Total cross section is then (10 km x 6.2 km x 6.2 km x 1E12 m^-3 x 1E-28 m^-2/e-): 



The Radar Equation: Monostatic Version

Power density at range R (directional):



Energy Flow From Sun To Earth



Energy Flow From Sun To Earth

Approx 2.5 mW/m2 at EUV 
(causes ionization of atmosphere)



The Radar Equation: Monostatic Version

Millstone Hill radar (with 6% duty cycle):
EUV solar input over the same illuminated volume:



The Radar Equation: Monostatic Version

Millstone Hill radar (with 6% duty cycle):
EUV solar input over the same illuminated volume:

Ratio ~ 2E-8 percent.

Millstone Hill will not 
boil the atmosphere

by doing IS radar 
experiments.

We are not utterly mad 
scientists.

(A considerable relief to me.) 



Topic 4: You never know what is going to catch the public 
attention.  (So be prepared.)



Topic 4: You never know what is going to catch the public 
attention.  (So be prepared.)



GSFC press release

Topic 4: You never know what is going to catch the public 
attention.  (So be prepared.)



Topic 1: The truth can be boring but it’s the truth.

Topic 2:    Inject numeracy in Public Discussions 
(but carefully).

Topic 3: Assert that scientists do practice ethical science.

Topic 4: You never know what is going to catch the public attention.  (So be prepared.)


